First Grade Supply List
2015-2016

Children in first grade need the following supplies:

- A backpack with child’s name (no wheels please)
- A box of 24 #2 pencils and a small pencil sharpener
- 2 (70) page spiral wide ruled notebooks
- 1 journal notebook (black and white cover and non-spiral)
- 1 large pink eraser and 5 small pencil erasers
- 12 in ruler with centimeters
- 8 glue sticks and 1 bottle of glue
- 4 plain vinyl folders(one in each color: yellow, green, red, blue) with pockets and clips (please no cartoon characters)
- 1 box of 8 Markers, and 1 box of colored pencils
- Expo Dry erase markers
- A small supply box (space in desk is limited)
- Scissors
- Thick paint set (not water colors)
- 1 box of 24 crayons
- 1 bag of baby wipes
- 1 roll of paper towel
- 2 boxes of Kleenex
- 1 box of zip lock bags (quart size)
- 1 (2 inch binder with outside clear pockets)
- 1 pack of sheet protectors (50 count)
- 1 pack of lined index cards
- 1 box each of addition and subtraction flashcards
- Paper plates (optional)
- 1 box of sidewalk chalk (optional)

* These supplies are for me and the Arabic teacher. I would appreciate it if all supplies are labeled and in by the end of the first week of school. Thank you.